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The Beryl Stone - God Does Come To Judge

The Beryl Stone represents JUDGEMENT. But it must be the righteous judgement done by those
qualified by the Lord and by the enduring precessing that was accomplished. That God would come to
“JUDGE” the World in Righteousness.

The False Judgement {represented by the covering Stone on Lucifer, the fallen Adamic nature in
mankind} - by DAN.... SELF RIGHTEOUSNESS - Judgment without UNDERSTANDING....To be ever
learning, but never coming into the KNOWLEDGE of that TRUTH. To have the ability to apply TRUTH
to the lives of others without the inward work being done in SELF. Dan was given land, but he never
conquered it. He was not able to inherit it in the end {restoration order}................

DAN was RIGHTEOUS in his own eyes. He never applied judgement to himself. He did not conquer his
own land {personal iniquity}. He sought his own place.... His life was not in God but in his own religious
effort.

BERYL....Of EASTERN ORIGIN.... The stone of self-life....{In right standing with one's self}. The Stone
representing the Judgement of God in fallen creation to bring creation to full liberty and life in God. The
basis and means by which God does this judgement will bear the fruit of a delivered creation from death
and destruction because of Adam’s Fall.

JEHOVAH TSIDKENU....The Lord our RIGHTEOUSNESS....Leviticus 35 - 36,
Jeremiah 25:5-6, Job 31:6,
Where this name is used; You shall do no unrighteousness in judgement, in weights or in measure. JUST
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weights and balances shall ye have. FOR I AM JEHOVAH - TSIDKENU, your GOD.

Let me be weighed in an even balance that (JEHOVAH - TSIDKENU) God may know mine integrity....

There shall come a DAY when God shall raise up a righteous BRANCH. His NAME shall be called THE
LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS (JEHOVAH - TSIDKENU).
In the place of our righteousness, our supposed right standing with God, we will receive the name-
nature of GOD and His righteousness through the BRANCH, JESUS CHRIST, the SON of DAVID....
***************************************
The Beryl Stone, the first Stone on the 4th Row upon The Royal Ephod represents “God coming to
judge”.

I have always been an avid student of history. Even some college courses intrigued me completely as I
studied both recent and distant history and I found it to be a fascinating subject. One of the very first
things one learns about history is that if you do not learn from history, you are doomed to repeat it!
History is a repetitive thing that even now effects the world and those who dwell on the earth in this
hour. When one studies history their minds become expanded to see the purpose driven in man for
“territory” and for “recognition”. Another historian, Edward Gibbon, wrote a book called “The Rise and
Fall Of The Roman Empire”. In this book he lists 5 reasons why the Roman Empire fell, however, I
added 5 more. These reasons were the direct reason why that mighty empire collapsed completely and
along with that collapse great tribulation throughout the political, economic and religious world of that
day.

Here are the reasons for the fall of the Roman Empire according to Gibbon. 
1} Undermining of the sanctity of the home.
2} Rapid increase of divorce.
3} The amassing of huge stockpiles of armaments while neglecting the enemy within.
4} Moral degeneracy of the whole society — sexual perversion and homosexuality.
5} The declension of religious vitality, with formalism supplanting faith and impotence replacing power.

My reasons for the demise of the Roman Empire are these:
6} Political chaos and distrust of political leaders.
7} The breakdown of the Justice System.
8} Failure to maintain Law and Order.
9} Increase in Taxes
10} Massive migration of rural residents to the cities.

Does this look like our world of today? Like I said previously, if we do not learn from history, we are
doomed to repeat it!

One more thing about the Roman Empire. The political powers of their day covered up the problems
they were facing with huge sports venues. A few people were singled out as champions to whom much
wealth was bestowed. The sports venues were wide ranging and even later included the persecution of
early Christians in their Roman Circus, such as is indicated by the historical fictitious novel Quo Vadis. In
this day, sports is again a huge venue for all nations on the earth.



However we have 2 more elements in this day that the Romans never had that are fast contributing to
the decline and fall of all the nations of the earth.
1} We have the massive infrastructure in place that allows instant communication called “The Internet”.
This has allowed us to make the world a global village with no barrier as to language or race, time or
distance. But it has also allowed the evil passions and imaginations of carnal men to find a new form of
expression.
2} We now have a company of people who have “come out” of the world as relates to its political
structure, its religious structure and soon its economic structure. Never before in world history has
there been this company of people who God will call His “Overcomers”. This group was present during
the fall of the Roman Empire in its infancy, but never has it been in such a place as it is now. It is
through this group of people that God will come on the world scene and will subdue all Nations unto
Himself by shattering them to pieces with a rod of iron. The revelation of this Overcoming company has
never been seen in World History and this company and the revelation of this company will only happen
once in World History.

We are studying the Beryl Stone, the Judgement of God upon the earth. This will be done THROUGH
THE OVERCOMERS.

However please allow me to bend your ears a bit as to the current world situation which proves we are
poised for the revelation of those who would be counted worthy to rule and reign over the earth. Know
this. God is going to hand the earth and the elements within it to a company of people who will “respect”
the creation of God and who will know that God is very much in love with what He created. This includes
the peoples of the earth as well as the natural elements. But money systems, governments and Nations
are all but “a drop in the bucket” as relates to God in His absolute sovereignty.

“Behold, the nations are as a drop of a bucket, and are counted as the small dust of the balance: behold,
he taketh up the isles as a very little thing.” Isaiah 40:15

The United States is the chief nation on the earth at this time. However, their debt is increasing by 2
Trillion dollars per year. At this point the United States Federal government says their debt is 7.5
Trillion, but not according to Economists who say the debt of the United States when factoring in all
States together is approximately 47 Trillion Dollars. Their trade deficit, the lack of their ability to
produce and export goods and services, stands at 200 billion dollars annually. But this is expected to
balloon to 15 Trillion dollars deficit per year within the next 5 years. The trade deficit is the most
poignant reason for our belief here in our home that the United States is about to collapse. It is that
trade deficit that is slowly, brick by brick, selling off their land to foreign interests such as China and
other fast developing countries. Add to all this the phenomenal cost of Hurricane Katrina, the War on
Terror, which alone is costing 9 Billion a month as well. Add the projected increases needed to ward off
inflation by raising interest rates and we can see that the entire nation is going BROKE. Then factor in
personal debt by citizens. The personal debt loads of people stands at an average of 118%. In other
words, 18% more is owed than is earned by normal every day working people in the United States! Talk
about falling into a dark hole! Thrown into this mix is the terrorism by Muslim nations and the general
hatred of America by the Eastern Nations of the earth who hold fast to extremist policies.

Along with this economic repeat of history is the political repeat of history. The governments of the
world always repeat the same mistakes of their predecessors and are always finding new ways to fall
short of the pacifying expectations of citizens. One of the main feats of the Roman Empire was to placate
the desires of its citizens by giving them luxurious lifestyles and comforts. That is what the western
Nations do for its citizenry, they cause much comfort to come to them at the expense of taxpayers. Self



preservation is the key to human desire and ambition. So then the politics of our time fight to defend
their borders, to maintain a high standard of life and to award wealth to those who work to increase it.
However the governments are full of corruption from within. That corruption is covered up by false
images of prosperity and growth.

History is again repeated by the manifold expressions of religion. As in Roman times, so now also there
are multiple religions of every kind and desire and freedom without restraint is given to anyone wanting
to practice such. In the west, we have now approximately 65,000 Christian based slants of religion and
doctrine, all which base their belief on that which would pamper their souls into comfort zones and not
give any place to a shortfall concerning their life in the Nation in which they dwell. The governments of
Canada for example do not tax anyone who claims to own church lands. In the eastern hemisphere we
have some 550,000 eastern religions of various slants and doctrines which believe in what the west calls
“pagan practices”. The variants of one from the other offers much confusion in this world and because of
it the Name of God is being evil spoken of. Any attempt to distinguish between the true and the false is
impossible if one is a part of this repeat of human history.

Once, several years ago, the Lord spoke to me about how He plans to change this world. It was so simple
it amazed me. He said to me that He would simply “move His Hand”. By a simple motion of His Hand,
things would change and His Kingdom would manifest.

When you look at the above confusion of the repeat of History, you stand amazed at those who God has
apprehended OUT OF ALL THIS. For God has visited the Nations and has taken to Himself a people
whom He calls His Overcomers. Acts 15:14 These are separate from ALL realms of human politics,
religion and the economy as much as is possible. Just as all the nations of the past, the world empires of
Medio-Persia, Grecian, Philistine, Roman etc passed away, the Jews remain until this very day, they
never went extinct. Neither has the Overcomers.

But the repeats of human history is not what speaks to me about the soon coming of the Lord to
manifest Himself in His Overcomers. If the Lord should tarry, history would continue to repeat itself
again and again and again. Time elements would only change according to human progress, but the root
cause of the Mystery of Iniquity will remain until God changes things.

There is one thing that separates our time from all the other times before us. Some believe that the
prophecy by Jesus in Matthew 24 was fulfilled in Jerusalem in 70 AD when Titus marched on Jerusalem
and destroyed it. But I cannot see that because there was this one missing element that was not present
at that time. And this is the element. That there is now one sitting in the temple of God as God saying I
AM GOD. Never before in human history has this happened to the degree it has happened now. We live
in a time when the false Beryl Stone covering “Lucifer” {The fallen Adamic Nature in mankind}, is sitting
“in spirit” in the Temple of God {the Christian’s heart} as God saying I am God. We have come to this
time of the great falling away. Never before has this happened in all history past.

 “Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together
unto him, 
 That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from
us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. 
 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away
first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; 
 Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God



sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God. 
 Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these things? 
 And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time. 
 For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of
the way. 
 And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and
shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: 
 Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, 
 And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love
of the truth, that they might be saved. 
 And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: 
 That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.” 
                                                                                    2 Thessalonians 2:1-12

The false Beryl Stone covering Lucifer JUDGES ALL THAT DOES NOT CONFORM TO THE FALSE
REIGN OF LUCIFER IN THE TEMPLE OF GOD. And what exactly or who exactly does not conform to
the false reign of Lucifer in the Temple of God? THE OVERCOMERS! In point of fact, I will be so bold as
to say that when we come to the Book of Revelation, we see once again THE REPEAT OF HISTORY.
History in the fact that what began in the Garden of Eden as a Serpent has now grown to a Dragon, what
began as fallen Adam, has now grown into a huge Beast with 10 horns! What once was a small rebellion
in the heart of Adam has grown in the Book of Revelation to a massive war of flesh verses Spirit, the
Dragon verses Michael, the Beast verses the Overcomers, in ALL the earth!

In very point of fact, I believe personally that the revelation of Lucifer on the Throne of the Heart AS
GOD is the 3rd WORLD WAR! This war however is not men marching on men, this is now the spiritual
world rife and full of the Mystery of Iniquity persecuting and attempting to kill THOSE WHO WOULD
OVERCOME ALL THINGS. I see the Beast of Revelation 13 warring against the insignificant small
Overcoming Company to destroy them. This is only because the Overcomer will not bow to this false
image of God. And this will come from this time forth as the final conflict, the final stage set which HAS
NEVER BEEN SEEN BEFORE IN WORLD HISTORY. This is a “new” conflict. For now God has a
company of people that He has never finished developing before. This company of Sons and Daughters
WILL BE MANIFESTED IN THE MIDST OF THIS COMING CONFLICT IN GLORIFIED BODIES.
The Lord WILL APPEAR IN THEM AND WILL DESTROY BY HIS VERY APPEARING THIS FALSE
IMAGE OF GOD THAT IS SPREAD OVER MANKIND. This dear reader WILL SOUND THE END OF
WORLD HISTORY.

Picture this dear reader. The Lord is going to Glorify His Overcomers. They will be Glorified IN FRONT
OF ISRAEL. They will be Glorified IN FRONT OF THE NATIONS. They will be Glorified and become
UNDESTROYABLE in front of THE BEAST, THE FALSE PROPHET and THE MANIFESTATION OF
LUCIFER UPON THE THRONE OF GOD. This will DESTROY this falseness because NOTHING WILL
BE ABLE TO DESTROY THE OVERCOMERS. They will be in bodies like Christ’s body which was raised
from the tomb. They will not have mortal flesh anymore, they will be in flesh that is pumping the New
Creation Blood of Jesus in their very veins.

**NOTE THIS** THE PATTERN OF THE WORLD AND THE MANNERISMS OF GOVERNMENTS
OF THE WORLD, RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD AND THE ECONOMIES OF THE WORLD ARE NOW
GOING TO PERISH.
If you remember anything from this writing, remember that. The World will now end as relates to
MAN’S RULE. The Kingdoms of this world will become the Kingdoms of Our Lord and OF HIS CHRIST



{The anointed Overcoming company}. This will end the pall of death on creation. This will roll back the
bestial rebellion to the very place it started in the heart of Adam. THIS IS NOT FALLACY. We are
about to live this out in our very experience. The time is come that what we hoped for will no longer be
hope because it will be fulfilled.

The Beryl Stone, the 1st Stone on the 4th Row of The Royal Ephod represents God, coming to JUDGE
creation. The Lord coming forth in HOLY MYRIADS OF HIMSELF in His Overcomers will be this very
judgement. God will appear without measure in the lives of these who have entered the eternal state.
There will be the completed work of Christ’s redemption in a people, a full and complete state of
Glorification in which their bodies will never die or be subject to any maladies of Adam’s fall. Through
these God will judge this world, Political, Economic and Religious and will DESTROY IT WITH THE
BRIGHTNESS OF HIS COMING. But God will do this IN THIS OVERCOMING COMPANY. They who
through this 3rd World War lost their “identity” with this fallen world. For that is what the end result of
this present conflict will be, the loss of the Overcomers identity with fallen creation. In other words, the
end of this 3rd war will be a people IN WHOM THERE IS NO DEATH. They will manifest God in His
fullness with the Eternal Power of all 12 of His Holy Names and God through them will END DEATH
FOR ALL CREATION. This is the Judgement of God. EVERYTHING GOD WILL JUDGE THROUGH
HIS OVERCOMING COMPANY WILL COME FREELY INTO HIS ETERNAL LIFE. THE ONLY
THING THAT WILL NOT ENDURE THE JUDGEMENT AND WILL NOT ENTER HIS LIFE WILL BE
THIS FALSE LUCIFER WHO NOW SITS UPON THE THRONE OF THE HEART AS GOD SAYING I
AM GOD.

We are entering a time of great rejoicing. The Beryl Stone - representing the Judgement of God - will be
a welcome relief to those who have been abiding in the realm of the death of this world. It will signal the
judgement needed to deliver creation from the fall and to bring it once more into that ethereal state of
eternal bliss as it was in the Garden of Eden prior to the fall.

Oh Dear Overcomer. HUMBLE YOURSELF BEFORE THE LORD. With such gratitude and with Praise
and Thanksgiving give Thanks unto the Lord who chose YOU to manifest His fullness! Never forget that
you were CHOSEN. It was a sovereign act of God, it was done BY HIS GRACE. And by that choice the
war that is raging now WILL END. God will come and happy shall be all they who will enter the Liberty
of the Sons and Daughters of God.
To be continued................... Kenneth B Visscher 
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